Non-essential UV-sensitive bacteriophage T4 mutants affecting early DNA synthesis: a third pathway of DNA repair.
Non-essential bacteriophage T4 mutants uvs58 and uvs79 showed a lower UV sensitivity than either the excision-repair mutant v am5 or the replication-dependent recombination-repair mutant y10. The UV sensitivity of double and triple mutants carrying one of the mutations uvs58 or uvs79, and v am 5 or (and) y10 was higher than the sum of the sensitivities of the single mutants. The uvs58 mutation was mapped to the early gene region, close to amN81 (gene 41). The unirradiated mutants uvs58 and uvs79 accumulated newly synthesized DNA at a slower rate than wild-type T4. Double mutants uvs58:am59 and uvs79:am59 showed DNA synthesis in E. coli B su- to be arrested at a 3--5 times lower level than that in am59-infected cells. Chloramphenicol, added 9--12 min after infection, suppressed arrests of DNA synthesis, the double mutants showing a lag of 8 min as compared with am59. Results from analysis of sucrose gradients of parental uvs58 and uvs79 DNA were in agreement with the suggestion of a mutation in an early function. The mutants uvs58 and uvs79 are suggested to be defective in a component of the DNA replication apparatus with a function in the adaptation to irregularities in the DNA structure. The third pathway of UV repair is tentatively designated as non-catalytic replication repair.